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‘This invention relates to improved devices for 
exposing liquids to the atmosphere, as for in-, 
stance for the purpose of dispelling a volatile 
insecticide, deodorizing ‘flu-id, or the like into the 
air, or forexposing a non-volatile insecticide for 
direct contact by insects. 
The invention'is particularly concerned with 

devices of a ‘known ‘general type comprising a 
bottle or other container for ‘holding a body of 
liquid, and a liquid-carrying wick receivable en! 
tirely within the container vwhen- :therdevice is not 
in use but adapted when ‘in :use :for partial with. 
drawal through the neck of the container to a 
condition of direct exposure :to the atmosphere. 
‘The general object of theiinvention is to provide 
improvements for facilitating the handling ,of 
such devices, and especially ifOl‘ simplifying :their 
conversion between vopen and closed conditions. 
Particularly contemplated is an improved wick 
type device of the alcove character in which 
movement of ‘the wick ‘betweenits retracted and 
outwardly projecting positions ‘is ‘facilitated ‘by 
interconnecting-the vusualacontainercap and wick 
for movement together, so that removal-or re. 
placement of the cap serves to itself automatii 
cally withdraw or retract the ‘wick. =-T-hus, the 
entire conversion process “between open and 
,closed conditions consistsmerely in ‘opening and 
closing the cap of the bottle.‘ "Preferably, the 
connection between the cap and wick is formed 
in a manner permanently-retaining the canto-the 
wick, to thus attain the addedadvan-tage of~pre~ 
venting ‘loss or misplacement of the cap-by rea 
son of its removal from the'loottle. 

Since the cap in 'a device of this character 
should be of the screw'type adapted for removal 
from the bottle only by ‘rotation relativeltoethe 
container, afurther object of the'invention‘is-to 
so form the connection‘between the wick and cap 
as to avoid any interference withlsuch rotation 
of the cap. For this purpose, -I__prefera_bly inter 
connect the cap and wick‘hy a swivelconnection 
permitting rotation of the cap without corre 
sponding rotation of the wick Tohassure most 
effective contro1 of the wick-:mqvements, the Wick Y 
and. cap may be;interconnectediin.amannerver 
mitting this rotation while nrnaintainin'glthe wick 
and cap in substantially "?xed relation axially of 
the bottle neck, ‘so that vthe wick follows ‘sub 
stantially exactly the removal and "replacing ‘ 
movements of the cap. 

Structural1y,'I prefer to connect thewickato the 
cap by means of a connecting element extending 
from a central portion not the cap ‘through an 
opening in- aetransverse-outer orzupperportioni of 

2 
the wick and "having ,a head at the underside of 
that upper portion ,0? the wick preventing With 
drawal of the element- ~The head Qf this con 
meeting element may-.bearaaainst a backing 311cm. 
bier at the underside. of the wick t9 POSiiiVQIY 1?‘? 
mm the I head aeainstunward movement through 
theopening in the wick.- similarly, the head may 
be epsageable rat-1 derside with t ripper 

endof a wick‘reinf g" i ‘+9 Ward movement I-Qf the recreating {element and 
can ‘The upper end of the connecting element 
may be fastened to the gcapibyirecentiqn Within a 
recess in a boss or ice projecting .lsicwpnwardly 

_ from the center of the cap 
1!) "The above and other features endrqbiects of 

the {present invention w‘11 .tbe better-understood 
from :the -.f.o11owine detailed ..de§c,r_ipti0n of the 
typical embodiment illustrated in the accorn 
panyins drawineinwhichr ' 

20 Fig. -:1 is a -.persnective view of a .nrei-erred em 
bodiment Qfzthef ven anther/‘ins the wickalid 
bottle,cap-zimp?si?wntfor11S? ‘ 
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its opposite side. The upper end of the wick thus 
forms a short portion l1 extending generally hori 
zontally or transversely of the bottle neck. The 
wick may be fastened to the reinforcing element 
55 in any suitable manner, as by a pair of wire 
like staples 18 extending entirely through both 
thicknesses of the wick and through the inter 
mediate reinforcing member. vThe lower free 
ends 49 of the wick element are of sufficient 
length to assure proper contact between the wick 
and the liquid in the upwardly projecting Fig. 1 
position of the wick. 
The cap and wick are rotatably interconnected 

by an elongated screw-like connecting element l3 
extending downwardly from the center of the 
cap through a vertical opening 20 in the center 
of the upper transverse portion ll of the wick 
element. At the underside of this transverse por 
tion of the wick, I provide an elongated plate 
like backing member 2| - containing a central 
opening 22 through which connecting element 
13 passes. At its lower end, connecting element 
It has an enlarged head portion 23 engageable 
with the underside of backing member 2| about 
opening 22 to limit the upward movement of the 
cap relative to the wick assembly. It is noted 
also that the underside of head 23 is positioned 
directly above and is engageable with the upper 
end of the reinforcing member I5 to limit down 
ward movement of the cap relative to the wick 
assembly. As a result of this connection, the 
cap is free for rotation relative to the wick to 
permit attachment of the cap to and its removal 
from the bottle neck, while the wick and cap 
are maintained against substantial relative axial 
or vertical movement so that the wick follows sub 
stantially exactly all vertical movements of the 
cap. 
Cap l2 has at its center a downwardly project 

ing boss or socket formed integrally with the 
main portion of the cap and containing a cen 
tral vertical bore 26 into which the upper end 
of connecting element I3 is threadedly con 
nected. The lower end of boss 25 contains an en 
larged counterbore 21 within which is received a 
body of cement 28 for supplementing the effect 
of the threaded joint and positively locating the 
connecting element relative to the cap. 
When the device is not in use, the wick as 

sembly II is retracted downwardly to a position 
entirely within the bottle, and cap 12 is thread 
edly connected in the usual manner to neck I4 
of the bottle. In order to prepare thev device 
for use, it is then necessary merely to unscrew 
cap 12 and raise it relative to the bottle to the 
condition of Fig. 1. As the cap is unscrewed, 
it is permitted to rotate relative to the wick as 
sembly by virtue of the swivel connection 
through element I3. When the cap is elevated 
to its Fig. 1 position, engagement of head 23 
of the connecting element with backing mem 
ber 2| at the underside of the upper portion of 
the wick effects corresponding upward movement 
of the wick to its Fig. 1 position. If the liquid 
within the bottle is of a volatile nature, it then 
passes upwardly through the wick by capillary 
action and evaporates into the air. If of a non 
volatile nature, the liquid is exposed to the at 
mosphere at the surface of the wick to produce 
whatever effect may be intended. It is con 
templated that for some types of liquid which 
may be incapable of feeding to the upper por 
tion of the wick by capillary action, it may be 
desirable to manually lower the wick at given in 
tervals into the bottle for engagement with the 
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body of liquid. When it is desired to lower the 
wick for this purpose, or to close the bottle, it is 
necessary merely to move the cap downwardly 
to its initial position of engagement with the 
neck. The cap may then be screwed onto the 
neck by virtue of its freedom for rotation rela— 
tive to the wick. 

I claim: 
1. A device for exposing a liquid to the atmos 

phere comprising a container having an up 
wardly projecting neck portion containing an 
opening, a cap for closing said neck portion of 
the container and threadedly connectible there 
to, a wick assembly receivable within said con 
tainer and adapted to be partially withdrawn 
through said neck to an upwardly projecting 
position of direct exposure to the atmosphere, 
said wick assembly including a vertically ex 
tending ?at relatively stiff reinforcing member 
and a wick element extending upwardly at one 
side of said member and then doubled back to 
extend downwardly at the opposite side of the 
member, said wick element forming a short gen 
erally horizontally extending portion at its up 
per end directly above the reinforcing member, 
a connecting element carried by the cap and ex 
tending downwardly from a central portion there 
of through an opening in said upper horizontal 
portion of the wick element, a backing element 
extending horizontally at the underside of said 
upper horizontal portion of the wick element 
and containing an opening registering with said 
opening in the wick element and through which 
the connecting element extends, said connect 
ing element having an enlarged head portion en 
gageable against the underside of said backing 
element and the upper end of said reinforcing 
member to limit the movement of the connect 
ing element axially of the neck relative to the 
wick assembly, said connecting element being ro 
tatable relative to the wick assembly about the 
axis of the neck, whereby the cap is rotatable 
relative to the wick for attachment to and re 
moval from the neck, and axial movement of the 
cap in opposite directions serves to withdraw 
the wick assembly to said outwardly projecting 
position and retract it from that position into 
the container. 

2. A device for exposing a liquid to the atmos 
phere comprising a container for holding a body 
of the liquid and having a neck portion con 
tainingv an opening, a cap adapted to close said 
neck of the container and threadedly connectible 
thereto, a wick receivable within said container 
in contact with the liquid therein and having a 
portion adapted to be withdrawn through said 
neck of the container to an outwardly projecting 
position of exposure to the atmosphere, said cap 
having a lug formed integrally therewith and 
projecting inwardly from the center thereof, a 
connecting element having an outer end received 
within a bore formed in said lug and threadedly 
connected thereto, and a swivel connection be 
tween the inner end of said connecting element 
and the outer end of said wick interconnecting 
them for movement together axially of the neck 
while permitting their relative rotation, whereby 
the cap is rotatable relative to the wick for at 
tachment to and removal from the neck, and 
axial movement of the cap serves to withdraw 
the wick from said outwardly projecting position 
and retract it from that position into the con 
tainer. 

3. A device for exposing a liquid to the atmos 
phere comprising a container having an upward 
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1y projecting neck portion containing an open 
ing, a cap for closinglsaid neck portion of the 
container and threadedly connectible thereto, a, 
wick assembly receivable within said container 
and adapted to be partially withdrawn through 
said neck to an upwardly projecting position of 
direct exposure to the atmosphere, said wick as 
sembly including a vertically extending ?at rela 
tively stiff reinforcing member and a wick ele 
ment extending upwardly at one side of said 
member and then doubled back to extend down 
wardly at the opposite side of the member, said 
wick element forminga ‘short generally horizon 
tally extending portion at its upper end directly 
above the reinforcing member, said cap having a 
lug formed integrally therewith and projecting 
downwardly from the center thereof, an elon 
gated wire-like connecting element having an 
upper end threadedlyconnected into the under 
side of said lug, cement at the lower end of said 
threaded connection fastening said element to 
the lug of the cap, said connecting element ex 
tending downwardly from its point of connec 
tion to the cap through :an opening in said upper 
horizontal portion of the wick element, a back 
ing element extending horizontally at the under 
side of said upper horizontal portion of the wick 
element and containing an opening registering 
with said opening in the wick element and 
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through which the connecting element extends, 
said connecting element having an enlarged head 
portion engageable against the underside of said 
backing element and the upper end of said re 
inforcing member to limit the movement of the 
connecting element axially of the neck relative 
to the wick assembly, said connecting element 
being rotatable relative to the wick assembly 
about the axis of the neck, whereby the cap is 
rotatable relative to the wick for attachment to 
and removal from the neck, and axial movement 
of the cap in opposite directions serves to with 
draw the wick asembly to said outwardly pro 
jecting position and retract it from that position 
into the container. 

RALPH W. WALSH. 
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